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GAIN PHYSICS OF Rf-LINAC-DRIVEN XUV
FREE-ELECTRON LASER S*

John C. Goldstein, Brian D. McYey, and Brian E. !Nwrnam
University of California. Los Alamos National Lafioratory

Los Alamos, New hfexico 87545USA

ABSTRACT

In aa rf-linac-driven XU\’ frecwlectrcm la~er oscillator, the gain depends
on the details of the shape of the electron barn’s phase-space distribution.
particularly the distribution of electrons in the transverse (to the direction of
propagation) posit ion and velocity coordinates. This strong dependence occurs
because tho gain in this dwice is inhomogwwowdy broadwwd. Our previous
thcoretiral studiw have assumed that thr transverse phase space distribution is
a product of uncorrelated Caussian functions.

In thr prcsei;t work. wc shall present the results of a theorel iral ~tudy oft hv
gain for non-( ;aussi~n phasw-spew dititributions. Such distrihutmns tirisc either
from a bet [m reprwmt at ion of the electron beam from an rf-linac or from an
wnitl~nrc filtm ap;dicd to thr beam after the liniic.

lNTRODtl(”TION

. . ...
‘Work perfol nwd undm tlw au~piccw of, and ml:)portrd by, t Iw Ilivision of
Advmmd Ihwrgy Projects of th 11.S. Dvpartmcnt of ?hrgy, Ofliw of Ihwir
Enmgy Sclcnccm.



planned synchrotrons sources. Other points related LOthe design and operation
of an rf-linac-driven XVJ’ FEL are discussed in the paper by Newnam et al. in
these proceedings.

This paper presents the results of a theoretical investigation of the depen-
dence of the magnitude of the small signal gain of an rf-linar- driven Xl”J’ FEL
upon the shape of the distribution that leads to the inhomogeneous broadening.
It is analogous to changing the distribution of atomic velocities in a low-pressure
Doppler-broadened gas laser from a Maxwel]ian to other distribution functions.
In a gas, the \faxwellian is the unique physically important distribution; there
can hc many cliffercnt distributions in the case of an eiectron beam. The “cor-
rect” dist ribut ion function of electrons’ transverse motion depends upon details
of the dmign and opmation of a linear accelerator and is not known a priori. In
an FE].. the n]agnilude of the transverse emitlance determines the amount of
inhomog~noous broadening and, thcrcforc. the accompanying reducticm of the
slllall. sjgrl~l gain, ~lu~h Ijko [hc VHIUCof t}lo tomperalurr deter lnines the amount

of IIoppler Lroiidlming in a low.prmsurc gas laser, However. the physics of an
rf-arct’lwator allolvs the possibility of genrra~ing ciwtron twarns with the same
valur of the lriinsvrrsc emitt~ncc hut having diflrrent underlying dis[rihut ions
cd t rtinsvrrsc part irlr motion. Thr dcpcmdcnco of th~ gain upon different dist ri-
bu[ions. each onc htiving thr same value of the emittancr, is the subject of this
stud>.

This prol)lwn is of sonw importance I.wcause our previous studies’:{ havr
msunwd Ihat t hc trans~wsr phiiw-spacr distribution of the electron hciinl is H
producl of unrorrclaiml (iaussian fur]ct ions. The inhcmmgvnwus }~roadrnirlg rtl-
ducw t h{’gtiitl from wry liirgr valum ([houwnds) f~r a pwfm, (wro clilit t ai]cr)
vlortron bWIIII to shout trn for a lw~m with a finit~’ omittar]co. \\ ’(’wwld like
to assuro ourwlvw t hat t hr gtiin is not reduwcl furt hcr t)~rough a dclwl)dcncr
ON Itw shnpr of tht’ phhw-} ~JHrvdislrihul ion Also. it is inlportiint to quAntittt-
tifc]y utl[l(irst~nd thr rwiuctioli of stll~l]-sigrlal gain duc to the ir]llo]llf)gt.llt’[)lls
I)roadt’iling in ordvr tn pldrr rmilistic limits on olhm ptirhltwlcrs (such tis 1111’

lwtik currvnt, intrinsic mlvrgy sl]rc~d, nnd wiggler Iwlgth) in ordrr to tiwurr sllf-
licimt 1) Iilrgr guin for t hc ltwr {o rxrwd ~llroshold with thr ~v~ilii!~lv Itlirrors.

TRANS\’l;l?SE EhflTTANCE

l.ct i h thc axis of tho opt ic~l rwumator and thp wigglrr rnngnct I’hc
trnl]sverw coordinntw of arl t’lwtron arc r, rl, y. and @ where rl - dzjd: “~ ljJ

and pl dg/az - ~fy, \4’c arc considwing thv raw of hig)lly rclalivintic clmtrons

htiving ~,, --400, wtwrr ~,,rnrz is the total oncrgy of all olwtroll, for which tho
trnnswrw vclocitiw orr Hnd /jPr nrc very nmll rorlilmrsd t.o the nxial u+xily
(ire., [jr,/JY 4 1). Thv di~trihut ion of rkct rom in the hram i~ d:wcrilml hy
n funrt ion j’(~, ?I, !, VI), which is norm~lizod to onr, Nurh t ha{ t hr rurrrnl ol
Ph’ctwns with rwmilllates x to x 1 dx, xl to xl + dxl, rt.ci is givtw hy

(1)



Here dr = dz dxl dy dyf and 1, is the total current. The mean value of any
function ~(z, zt, y, ~f) of the transverse variables i= given by (~ = ~ drPJ. }Ye

think of ●lectron trajectories in which the transverse coordinates are functions
of the axial coordinate z.

We shall use the definition of Fraqer et al(’ for the transverse emittanw:

[ 1
1/2

1, = 4r7 X2 Z?’ - i= ZI 2 (2)
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Since the transverse motion of an electron is simple harinonic with wave-
number kp (neglecting the wiggle motion itself which is the source of the basic
FEL mechanism). one can shmv that if the following matching conditions are
sat isfkd, the form of the function P(B) is the ~ame anywhere inside the wiggler:
that is, for any two values of z inside the wiggler. say z, and Z2, P (B(z F)) = P
(B(z2)). Again, this neglects high-fr~quency variations due to the wiggle motion
itself, The matching conditions ccmnect the four constant parameters of P:

XI - kfit (9)

Sillrcm under t]lese conditions. the fundamental form of P is invariant anywhere

inside the wiggler. so is any mean value calculated from P such as the electron
bean] dimensions ;rz, (uz,, and .r2 ,~z . ~~ .

FO1’R SPE(”IFI(’ TRANSVERSE
PIIASE-SI}A(”E DISTRII,J1”TIONS

\\”rwill mnsidcr thr folhm ing tour dikl rihut ion funct ions which ~re functions of

1}10lrtinsv(vsr coordina[c~ t hrrmgh 1}](’variahll* H ~vhictl is Mind hy Eq. [5),
(~fi$~ ] : (;~lls~i~ll

}’, dr .Ye@ ~~Bpr (11)

!’~di 1,C7Wi.Yrrp(- If’ %)dr (12)

(: IIS(’3: “Alnmt I“nifornl””

(’WV 4: I uniform
P,ar x,Ydi (14)
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of distributions P which can be matched to the wiggler means that j(qtj~) is
the same m,]ywh~re within the wiggler. as is P (this of course is true for uniform
wiggler magnets whose characteristics do not depend on the longitudinal position
z of an electron, and also holds only if the FEL interaction converts only a small
fraction of the elect ron-s initial energy qomcz !nto light). Our previous studies2”3
have shown that, for cases of interest for an XU’ FEL, the significance of f(q,f~)
is that the grin is approximately proportional to ~/dqclf: that is, maxim-~m
gain occurs where the slopc is largest (and positive), and. therefore, distributiims
f that have iar~”~maximum slopes are desirable in that they lead to large dues
of the gain.

Another consequence of considering distributions P that can be matched to
[he wiggler is that. if the beam is not matched, then the distribution f(>,jj)
would b~ different at different axial positions z atong the wiggler. Hence. con-
ceptually, the conditions of peak gain would ~ai~ along the wiggler in this non-
stationary situation. and it would be much harder to understand the processes
that iead to the gain.

The specific distributions of efiwt ive c=ncrgy J(q,jj) that correspond to t IIe

four transverse phase-space distributions 1) above are shown in Figs. 1-4, The
wigglrr and electron boar-r] propmtim usrd to derive these curves are summarized
in TatJlc 1, Not~ that wc are considering thr clw-tron beam to hav~ zero intrinsic
energy sprwid. that is. to bc rrmnorrmrgctic. From the discussion ahmw. it is
clmir t hut orw would expw t Case 4, the uniform distribution. to yield th~ highekt

gairl sirm J(-/. J, ) for that case, Fig. 4. has a prominent sharp edge whcrr ttw
slopr is very Iargt*,

l?ESllLTS OF N[lMERICAL SMALL-SIGNAL
{:AIN (: ALC[lLATIONS

\$”(’orllphasiz[’ that the idc~s assoriutcd with /( TCtJ) arc h[’lpful in physi-
cally understanding t)w gain nwchunisnl. However, we have used t h(’ ;;-11 FEL
simulation codr FE1.EXh to r)umorically ccmlpute the results prwwntmi I.W1OIY.

In this rode. the 3-1) particle motion ~nd optical diffractim~ ar(’ handlrd nurncr-
icully, F}; I.EX dcm not dirwtly use the distribution function J(qrfj) in corll-
puting the optical gain. All of tlw rmults prwwnted !mlmv are singlr-pam gains.
not rnultiplc-pa.m calcu]at iorw in which t hc opt ical modr shapr and t h~ gain arc
calculated iteratively until a self-ronw~t cnt rmlut ion for hot h i~ reached.a \Ye a+
Burro that t)w light at the entrance to thr wiggler ip in the Iowcst-orcler Gaussian
nmd~ which in apecifred by a Nayl[’igh rangr and nn o;tical wavelength.p The
amplit tide of the optical field i~ fixed by rrpmificaticm of an initial light intrnsity.
For ~ach valuo of t)w llayleigh range, th~ optical wavc+mgth iKvaried to obtain
the maximum gain, These are ~inglc wavcfrcmt calculations which n~glmt thv
pulsed nature of thr ~lcctron and optical beamn,

Fi~ure 5 B}IOWS the resultn of numerwblly rnlculatirlg the small-signal power
gain versurn thm Raylcigh range of thv initial li~ht. The other systcm I]arameterl~



are specified in Table 1, and these results are for a 12-m wiggler. The four curves
correspond to the four distributions listed above. Note that. the dotted curve,
which is for Case 4, the uniform distribution, has been reduced in ordinate by a
factor of ten. Hence, this case, which gives a maximum gain of about 130 at a
Rayleigh range of 600 cm, yields the highest gain of the four cases all of which
have the same normalized emittance (-yOt = c.) of 397r Y 10-4 cm rad. Note
that the highest gain exceeds the lowest gain by almost a factor of ten. Also,
note the different dependence on Rayleigh range for the four cases: if one knew
that the electron beam was Gaussian, one would need an optir. al resonator that
produced a Rayleigh range of 300 cm, whereas 600 cm is needed if the beam is
correctly described by distribution P4.

Figure 6 shows results for identical conditions but using a 6-m wiggler. T’ ?
magnitude of the gain is lower than for the 12-m m~iggler, but Case I, the Gaus-
sian. shmvs the highest Rain. Note that the optimum Rayleigh range for e~ch

case has also changed. For a simple two-mirror optical resonator with mirrors
of fixed radii of curvature. the Rayleigh range can be changed by changing the
length of the resonator ,G However, in an FEL oscillator. th~ length of the op-
t iral resonator is not arbitrary but is closely tied to the time interval between
successive electron pulses from the accelerator.](’ Hence, different phase-space
distributions can substantially impact the design of the optimun] FEL optical
resonator.

Figure 7 shows the effect of relaxing cm assumption made up to this point:
the gain for three difhmnt distributions is plotted versus intrinsic fractional
cnerg~ spread (AT,;?,,). The transverse emittance is the same as hrforc. hut
one sees that for large energy spreads -- 0.4%, all cases look similar (and havr
substantially depressed gains). In this regime, the physics of the inhomogvneous
broadening is totally dominated by the real energy spread of the electron ham.
not the emittancc. Thr distributicm f(q,~j) would be almost identical with

f(q). the distribution of actual electron energies which in these calculations is
taken to br Gaussian in shape about qO = 400. The full width at c- 1 points is
the abscissa of Fig, 7. Evidcnt]y the intrinsic energy spread must bv held IC)a
few tent hs of a percent if this la~er is to exceed threshold.

Figure 6 shows the effect of changing the current upon thv miignitudr of thr

amull-signal gain for two of the phase space di~tributions only, The uppw pair
of curves, one Rolid and one dotted which intersect at Mcurrent of ]00 A and a
gain of 130, are for the uniform distribution, Case 4. The lower pair of curves,
which intersect at a current of 100 A and a gain of 32, are for the Gaussian
distribution, Case 1. The solid Iincs show the effect of changing the rurrcnt
while the emittance is he!d constant. The dotted Iincs show the effect of keeping
the brightness constant: the brightness is proportional to the current divided by
the Bquarc of the emittance. Hence, for the dot~d curves the ●mittanrc changes
like the square root of the change in current.

We emphasize that th most important parameter in determining the mag-



nitude of the gain is the value of the emittance (whatever the underlying dis-
tribution). Looking at the upper pair of curves for the uniform distribution, we
see that gain drops by almost a factor of 10 for a {2 -1 = 40% increase in the
emittance at 200 A current.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The dependence of the small-signal gain of an rf-linac-driven Xl!l” FEL
upon the shape of the electrons’ transverse phase-space distribution function
has been studied. Single-pass small-signal gain values were calculated using the
three-dimensional FEL simulation code FELEX.S A particular class of distribu-
t ion functions was ctmsidered. Electron beams characterized by a distribution
belonging to th;s class can always be matched to the wiggler magnet so that
the phase-space distribution, as well as averages computed from it, are imariant
with respect to axial position along the magnet’s length.

We have found that, for a given value of the emittance. different trans~-mse
phase-space distributions can yield substantially uiflerent (by factors of three
10 ten) small-signal gain values. The dependence of the magnitude of the gain
upon the Rayleigh range of the incident light is di!!’erent for different phase-spac(’
distributions. This dependence for a Gaussian electron beam shape has been
discussed by Colson and Elletiume ] ] for ]otv-gain conditions with no inhomoge-
neous broadening or bctatron motion. and fixed lowest-order Gaussian optical
mode shape.

\Ye have found that. for the range of other parameters of interest for an

rf-linac-drive XUV FEL, the particular distribution that yields the highest gain
depends upon the length of the wiggler magnet used. Also, the physical in-
sight provided by tile shape of the effective energy distribution ~(~clj) must bc
supplemented by consider;: tions of the transverse spatial overlap between [hc
electron and light beams, WE have not seen strong optical guiding effects’: in
any of these calculations: rather, the optical mode is distorted from that of free-
spacc propagation. Hence. we use opti[ ~1 beam size variat ions—in the qualil a-
t ive arguments below-– based upon free-space propagation mode sizes. In free
space, the mean squared optical mode radius (W2) averaged over the wiggler
length for a mode focused at the middle of th~ wiggler can be written as

()(u’z) = ; @R+ (LJ2)2/(WfR)] (25)

where Lu, is the wiggler Icmglh. R R is the iZayleigh range, and A is the optical
wavclmgth For a fixed LU,, the minimum (W2) occurs for ~l? = LU,/(21%). in

that case

(26)

The results n{ Figs. 6 and 6 show that maximum gain for Case 1, t.hr Gaussian
phuse-space distribution, is achieved under approximately this condition, On



the other hand, maximum gain for Case 4, the uniform distribution, is attained
for large values of (u*) where Eq. (25) reduces approximately to

(27)

i.e., the Rayleigh range is large and (u12) is approximately independent oi the
wiggler length. We note that the physical-space current densities corresponding
to Case 1 and Case 4, obtained from J(z, y) = 10 ~ ch dyl P, are

J, = (2kp lo/c) ezp (-[W +kw])

J, = (4k@ lc, ~3c) [1 - (Z.’Z)2 - (Y;Y)2]

(2X)

(29)

so that the Gaussian case has a higher current density on axis than the uniform
case by 50(7 for the same emittancc:

J, (O.O); J] (O. O) = 0.6i (30)

Hence, for small optical spot sizes (u12,. the Gaussinn has the higher gain. Thr
electrons that contribute to the sharp edge of Fig. 43 ~(q(j~) for th~ UTIi-
form distribution, have a large transverse energy, since qcjf s q. - Const. I
(transverse energy). Those electrons clearly lie near the ~ .:face of the ellipw
B = 1 and are in some sense on the “outside- of the real-space current densily
J4, In order for those electrons to be effective in generating gain. there must ho
light at large radius, and so maximum gain in this case occurs for lalge (uiz .
The fact that Case 4 gives the highest gain for a long wiggler, but not for thr
shorter wiggler, may be connected with the finite ‘delay length’ needed bcforr
exponent ial gain becomes apparent; Case 1 may never be in the exponential gain
regime. Note that the variation with wiggler length of the gain is also differcr’.
for the four cams.

As pointed out in Ref. 11, the small-signal power gain curves of Figs, s and
6 roll off at large Rayleigh range k~cause the energy extructed from the electron
beam, with a fixed on-axis intensity of light at the wiggler’s entrance, becomes
smaller relative to the total power in the light beam due to the increased optical
beam transverse dimension with increasing Rayleigh range. The curves roll off
at small Rayleigh range due to this effect as well as the rapid !~haMI variation
of the light (~ a tan-’ (z/RR)) which shifts the light out of resonance with
the electron beam. We note that arbitrary values of RR are not allowed since
the optical beam must be smaller than the wiggler gap, In our case, this means
that 60 s RR s 15(HI for the em case and 240 ~ RR s 1500 for thr 12-m case
to avoid severe vignetting at the ends of the wiggler.



Figure 7 shows that intrinsic energy spreads larger than a few tenths of
a percent drastically reduce the gain for the cases studied. Recent numerical
~imulations of the energy spread ia a 500 Mev linac using the code PA RMELA 1:
show that by proper phasing of the rf-fields in accelerator cavities the energy
spread can be held to less than O.l(Z.

Figure 8 reminds us that. for zero intrinsic energy spread, the dominant
property that determines the small-signal gain is the magnitude of the emittance.
Fi~~ure 8 suggests that the variation of the gain with emittance is different for
the four different cases. but we have not yet made such calculations, Also to be
done in the future is a study of how the saturated gain varies among these four
different transverse phase-space distributions. as well as calculations that extend
the results of this paper to other optical wavelengths. i.e.. 50 nm and ]2 nm.
Multiple-pass self-consistent oscillator solutions should be calculated to obtain
information about the optical quality of the ligh~ beam. and to obtain rnorc
accurate values of the small-signal gain particularly in high-gain cases. Finally.
we remark that gain talc-llations using numerically calculated transverse phase-
space distributions generated by PA RMELA. or some other linear arcrlerator
simulation code, may be done in the future.
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TABLE I

PARAMETER VALUES FOR GAIN CALCULATIONS

Optical Parameters

a) wavelength variable, near 82 nm
b) Rayleigh range variable, SO-12(M cm

lln iform REC Lndulator Parameters

a) wavelength, Jw 1.6 cm

b) peak magnetic field, Bw 0.75 T
c) au, 1.12
d) full gap 0.4 cm
e) length 6-m or 12-m
{) parabolic-pole-face with

equal focusing in x and y

Electron Beam Parameters

a) peak current 1O(IA
b) E,’mcz -)1,= 400

c) c 3.t3G30 ? JO- 5 cm rad

d)(n=~pt 39fi mm-mrad
e) Afi = 2 nikp 1.143 D 103 cm

f) fractional intrinsic
energy spread AqI~,, o



.,

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I: Effective energy distribution function for Case 1.

Figure 2: Effective energy distribution function for Case 2.

Figure 3: Effective energy distribution function for Case 3.

Figure 4.: Effective energy distribution function for Case 4.

Figure 5.: Small-signal power gain vs. Rayleigh ;ange for 12-m wiggler.

Figure 6: Small-signal power gain vs. Rayleigh range for 6-m wiggler.

Figure 7: Gain reduction caused by intrinsic energy spread.

Figure 8: Variation of gain with current for 12-m wiggler.
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